
Week 6: Social stress and health activity

Activity objectives: The objective of this activity is to explore what stress does and how it works,
and specifically its impact during COVID-19. We will also develop personal plans to cope with
stress, and go over resources on campus available for coping with stress.

A personal message from your friendly TA: Hey, you. Yes, you! I am addressing you individually.
I just want to say that I am so proud of you for what you’ve accomplished, and you should be
proud of yourself too. You have made it to a 300-level undergraduate course at university, and
you’re navigating all this during a global pandemic! (Not to mention all the individual stuff we
all have going on in our lives on top of it all.) Whatever you’re feeling right now is valid,
whether that’s fear, uncertainty, frustration, or anger. You shouldn’t have to kick so much butt in
the face of numerous adversities, but you are, and you should be proud of yourself.

How stress affects the brain: Chronic stress can do irreversible damage to the brain by
overloading the body with cortisol over a prolonged period of time. More on that here:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WuyPuH9ojCE

COVID-19 and stress: Perhaps now more than ever for most of us in this class—students and
instructors both—we are living through a time of intense and collective social stress. This video
describes how the COVID-19 pandemic has created mass stress, and the harmful and beneficial
ways we can cope with it: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UE_H9QhGktE

Individual activity: This is just an individual activity, but it’s a super important one! Using the
Stress Exploration worksheet, we will take some time to meditate on the different kinds of
stressors in our lives, and find healthy and productive ways to protect ourselves from stress. This
will come in handy not just during the rest of this pandemic, but during other times in our lives
that are stressful!

Important resources: If you need extra help in navigating your stress or life at BSU, please don’t
hesitate to reach out to these resources on campus.

● Counseling Center: 765-285-1736
● Disability Services: 765-285-5293
● Learning Center: 765-285-1006
● Multicultural Center: 765-285-1344
● Resource and Relaxation Room: Lucina Hall, Room 310-A
● Spectrum (LGBTQ organization): Student Center Box 16
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